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Highlights
Given the obvious benefit from

utilizing diverse resources, what

prevents populations and commu-

nities from being dominated by

generalists? Classical explanations

hold that a ‘jack-of-all-trades’ is a

master of none, meaning that ni-

che-expanding mutations decrease

fitness in the original environment

(antagonistic pleiotropy).

We suggest an alternative cost to

generalism: reduced evolvability.

Generalists experience selection in

multiple environments, relaxing the

effects in any one environment, and

forcing adaptive mutations through

multiple environmental filters or

compensatory mutations. These

factors lead to generalists experi-

encing lag load, conceptualized as

a more rugged fitness landscape.

Although this hypothesis has not

been tested explicitly, we provide

evidence for the elements of it

from models of eco-evolutionary

dynamics and experimental

evolution.
What prevents generalists from displacing specialists, despite obvious competitive advantages

of utilizing a broad niche? The classic genetic explanation is antagonistic pleiotropy: genes un-

derlying the generalism produce ‘jacks-of-all-trades’ that are masters of none. However, exper-

iments challenge this assumption that mutations enabling niche expansion must reduce fitness in

other environments. Theory suggests an alternative cost of generalism: decreased evolvability,

or the reduced capacity to adapt. Generalists using multiple environments experience relaxed

selection in any one environment, producing greater relative lag load. Additionally, mutations

fixed by generalist lineages early during their evolution that avoid or compensate for antago-

nistic pleiotropy may limit access to certain future evolutionary trajectories. Hypothesized

evolvability costs of generalism warrant further exploration, and we suggest outstanding ques-

tions meriting attention.

Why Do Generalists Coexist Alongside Specialists?

Humans have long sought mechanisms to explain the teeming biodiversity on Earth. Prehistory

abounds with creation myths, and ancient Greek philosophers proposed evolutionary explanations

[1,2] long before Darwin articulated that natural selection was a process that could explain changes

in population and species diversity over time. Today, mutations are understood as the raw variation

fueling natural selection to explore phenotypes that best capitalize on limited resources. As this pro-

cess unfolds across varied environments, populations may diverge sufficiently to become distinct

species represented within the total biota on Earth.

However, it is unclear why this process should cause Earth to be speciose. Given the obvious benefit

that should come from utilizing diverse resources, what prevents populations and communities from

being dominated by generalists (see Glossary)? Rather, generalists (variants or species evolved to

expansively occupy broad niche spaces) tend to coexist alongside specialists [competitors that spe-

cifically use few (or even single) resources] [3]. The observation that generalists do not universally

outcompete specialists clearly suggests that generalists must suffer at least occasional fitness costs

to counter the advantage of occupying a broad niche, otherwise generalists should dominate ecosys-

tems [4–6].

The classic assumption is that a ‘jack-of-all-trades is a master of none’ [7], with costs of generalism

emerging from genetic trade-offs. Specifically, this trade-off takes the form of antagonistic pleiot-

ropy, which occurs when a mutation in a single gene controlling multiple traits improves fitness in

one trait while simultaneously reducing fitness in another trait. In terms of generalism, antagonistic

pleiotropy occurs when fitness gains in one environment are at the cost of lower fitness in another

environment [8]. Such mutations can explain how a generalist ‘ecotype’ can evolve to occupy a broad

niche space, while also performing worse than specialist ecotypes in the populations that excel in us-

ing specific portions of the niche. A familiar analogy is a Swiss Army knife that generally performs

many tasks but may be outperformed in any one task by a specialized tool, such as a can opener. If

antagonistic pleiotropy is an unavoidable consequence of constraints on performance, then this hy-

pothesis could explain why generalists and specialists coexist within ecosystems. (We note that

neutral mutations accumulated in one environment can also cause fitness to decline due to their dele-

terious effects in alternative environments; however, this process is not our focus because evolvability

has more to do with evolutionary change driven by natural selection and less by genetic drift, whereas

mutation accumulation tends to concern the relative importance of drift over selection.)

However, convincing evidence for the importance of antagonistic pleiotropy as a generic explanation

for constraints on generalism has been difficult to detect empirically, suggesting (but not confirming)

that the presumed costs are rare or do not universally account for the coexistence of generalists and
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Glossary
Antagonistic pleiotropy: when a
mutation in a gene controlling
multiple traits improves fitness in
one trait while simultaneously
reducing fitness in another trait.
Evolutionary rescue: when a
population escapes extinction
due to genetic adaptation within
that population, leading to a
change from negative to positive
population growth [61,62].
Evolvability: the capacity to
generate variation useful for
adaptive change [15,16].
Experimental evolution: direct
observation of evolutionary pro-
cesses in an evolving population,
often conducted under controlled
laboratory or field conditions [51].
Generalist: ecotype or species
evolved to expansively occupy
relatively broad niche space.
Lag load: the difference between
the mean fitness of a population
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specialists [9,10]. Furthermore, the underlying assumption of unavoidable trade-offs may be overly

restrictive, ignoring the evidence that compensatory evolution may counter the fitness effects of

antagonistic pleiotropy to produce ‘no-cost’ generalists [11–14]. Thus, even in systems where antag-

onistic pleiotropy has been detected early during generalist evolution, other genetic mechanisms

may ameliorate this cost over time. If trade-offs only slow fitness gains, then why do generalists fail

to dominate the ecosystems on Earth?

The ‘jack-of-all-trades’ hypothesis focuses on competition between species or ecotypes with static

ecological properties, rather than emphasizing the process by which species acquire adaptations

to their niches. However, ecology and evolution can occur on similar timescales, such that ecotypes

can evolve rapidly in response to changing ecological conditions. Under conditions likely to produce

eco-evolutionary dynamics, such as temporally fluctuating selection, frequency- and density-depen-

dent selection, coevolution, and niche construction, the fitness of an ecotype reflects a shifting bal-

ance between the rates of environmental change and corresponding adaptation. In such a scenario, a

broad niche might constrain fitness even in the absence of strong genetic trade-offs. Unlike antago-

nistic pleiotropy (a true genetically based cost of generalism that reduces fitness in a particular envi-

ronment), these costs limit the capability of a generalist to keep pace with specialist adaptation. This

is selection on evolvability, the capacity to generate variation useful for adaptive change [15–17].

Before summarizing theory and empirical data relating to the idea that generalism is limited by evolv-

ability costs, we first connect this idea to more general explanations of the role of eco-evolutionary

dynamics in ecological coexistence.

and the fitness of the best
possible genotype in its current
environment.
Relaxed selection: reduced or
eliminated selection pressure,
such that fixation (purging) of
beneficial (deleterious) mutations
occurs more slowly than
expected.
Specialist: ecotype or species
evolved to occupy relatively nar-
row niche space.
Eco-evolutionary Dynamics and the Role of Evolvability in Coexistence

Evolvability has varied roles in theories of coexistence of multiple ecotypes or species, with the rate of

adaptive change relative to ecological dynamics emerging as a key axis of this variation. Numerous

studies have integrated evolution to model whether ecologically stable communities of multiple spe-

cies are unsustainable in the face of trait evolution [6,18], unattainable as a result of adaptive evolution

from simpler, ancestral communities [19], or unpredictable as a result of chance events during adap-

tation [20]. The rate of evolution in this type of eco-evolutionary model can be gradual, although some

studies examine a continuum from slow to fast. For example, when the speed of adaptation was var-

ied relative to ecological dynamics, faster rates of evolution were more likely to erode community sta-

bility in a two-species model with seasonal environmental changes [21].

When evolution is considered to be slow compared with ecological dynamics, then using phyloge-

netics to study long-termmicroevolutionary or evenmacroevolutionary patterns is the relevant frame-

work for thinking about coexistence and evolvability. The balance of generalist and specialist species

at the level of ecosystems or biomes depends on rates of extinction and speciation, and these might

vary positively or negatively with the degree of specialization [22]. While the longstanding idea that

specialist lineages suffer reduced persistence is supported in only a few systems [23], recent work in

bacteria has found strong support for the idea that generalists more often give rise to specialists than

the reverse [24]. More work will be needed to determine how niche breadth shapes persistence scale

over macroevolutionary timeframes (e.g., perhapsmaintaining genes that give an individual access to

a broader array of niches is more critical for long-term evolutionary success), but we focus on micro-

evolutionary timescales for the remainder of this paper.

Standing in contrast to macroevolution approaches are eco-evolutionary models that specifically

invoke rapid adaptation on ecological timescales to predict distinct mechanisms driving coexistence.

Eco-evolutionary feedbacks can arise as a key species reshapes its environment and alters selection

on itself and other members of the community, provoking rapid evolution in competitive traits [25].

Similarly, models of eco-evolutionary dynamics focus on scenarios in which rapid evolution changes

the traits or behavior of a species in the midst of its interactions with other players in an ecosystem

[26]. One of the best-documented examples of this type is the evolution of prey defense traits in

predator–prey systems. Here, rapid evolution is predicted to change the cyclic relationship between
2 Trends in Genetics, --, Vol. --, No. --
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predator and prey population sizes, leading to phase shifts or instability [27,28]. These predictions

have been validated in laboratory microcosms [29–32], inspiring reanalysis of field and laboratory

time-series data and revealing a larger role of rapid evolution than previously appreciated [33].

Although competition among species at the same trophic level has received less attention than

predator–prey models [26], recent theory also describes systems in which rapid adaptation is an

essential stabilizing force enabling coexistence among competitors [34,35]. Coexistence based on

purely ecological factors has not been rigorously assessed for most communities [36], leaving open

the possibility that a significant role for rapid evolution is the norm.

The varied scales at which evolvability can impact coexistence arise because both the concept of

‘evolvability’ and of ‘coexistence’ can be applied to variants within a species, competing species

within a community, or members of a broader ecosystem. At the microscale of competing genotypes

within a species, differences in evolvability contribute to the fitness of lineages and determine the

outcomes of competition between genotypes. At the macroscale, differences in evolvability can

contribute to the relative persistence of species, although, at this scale, the concept of ‘fitness’ is

less applicable. Connecting these disparate scales are perspectives such as evolutionary rescue, in

which population genetics is harnessed to understand how evolvability at the level of a population

contributes to the probability of extinction [37], as well as efforts to examine how best to extend

the concept of ‘fitness’ over long timescales encompassing environmental change (e.g., [38]).

Evolvability Costs of Niche Expansion

When confronted with changing environments, including those happening on pace with rates of evo-

lution, specialists may be capable of faster evolution than generalists, hence preventing generalists

from dominating (e.g., [39]). Evolvability can differ in characters that directly influence genetic

variance. Evolvability concerns the ability of a population to generate variability, rather than the vari-

ability present within the population [40,41]. It can be promoted by individual traits that elevate mu-

tation rate, increase propensity for gene flow with other lineages, and foster genetic robustness [15].

Genetic robustness is the degree of phenotypic constancy in the face of underlying mutations, and

can influence evolvability by impacting the ability of the phenotype to access evolutionary innova-

tions [42]. Thus, evolvability can be considered a trait moldable by selection. However, why might

generalists be expected to be disadvantaged in evolvability (i.e., evolve slower) relative to specialist

ecotypes?

Using the metaphor of fitness landscapes, evolvability can be conceptualized as the ability of a pop-

ulation to ascend pathways up a fitness peak: more evolvable phenotypes may have more trajectories

available to them, or be able to climb peaks faster (Figure 1). Given that specialists can fix alleles

benefiting performance in one environment regardless of costs elsewhere, their fitness landscapes

should be relatively simpler than those traversed by generalists. Conversely, these relatively ‘rugged’

fitness landscapes of generalists may contain fewer fitness peaks, if generalists are unable to access

beneficial mutations accessible to specialists. Alternatively, generalists may require longer evolu-

tionary time to ascend fewer fitness peaks, if compensatory mutations are required to achieve fitness

improvement. Thus, some models predict that generalists may suffer reduced evolvability

(on average) compared to specialists, but is there evidence of this?

Here, we synthesize modeling results from a variety of approaches to emphasize that generalists and

specialists can coexist without having to invoke antagonistic pleiotropy as the driving genetic force.

Also, we describe how relaxed selection and lag load (Box 1) experienced by generalists are consis-

tent with the theoretically predicted disadvantages for a population evolving in a complex environ-

ment. Last, we discuss evidence for the idea drawn from experimental evolution, but highlight that

abundant possibilities exist to further explore the hypothesis.

Modeling the Effect of Niche Breadth on Selection

All else being equal, adaptive evolution should generally occur faster for populations experiencing

relatively stronger selection to adapt to an environmental challenge. Several models, which we
Trends in Genetics, --, Vol. --, No. -- 3



Figure 1. Comparison between Generalist and Specialist Lineages Derived from a Common Ancestor

(White Circle), Evolving on an Adaptive Landscape

Arrows represent distances traversed on the landscape by evolving lineages, due to individual beneficial

mutations. Blue arrows represent hypothetical evolutionary trajectories available to specialists, whereas purple

arrows represent those available to generalists. Black ‘X’ represents a mutation inaccessible to a generalist.

Note that some generalist trajectories reach local peaks of lower fitness, rather than ascending the global

fitness peak on the landscape. If a generalist successfully reaches the global fitness peak, the path is more

circuitous and the trajectory requires fixation of relatively more mutations than those fixed by a specialist (i.e.,

lag load).
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discuss later, have taken a population-genetics approach to explore how distinct ecotypes can

experience selection differently and, therefore, achieve differing mean fitnesses in responses to

the same environments. Consider a mutation that is beneficial in only one environment within

the niche of a species and neutral in other environments; selection will favor this mutation only

weakly [43], and its effective selection coefficient will be reduced in proportion to the amount

that reproduction in the ‘neutral’ environments contributes to the next generation [44]. Therefore,

generalists can experience relaxed selection on key loci with environment-specific effects. As a

consequence of this relaxed selection, generalists may lag behind specialist competitors in their

adaptive match to present circumstances [43,45,46], reflecting a deficit in evolvability relative to

specialists. While generalists experience relaxed selection, specialists can benefit from stronger se-

lection resulting from positive feedback loops. The strength of selection for a particular environ-

ment increases as organisms more frequently experience selection in that environment [46],

creating a positive feedback loop. This can arise through organismal preference for a particular

environment. When an ecotype is more fit in a specific environment, it will tend to reproduce

more often in that environment, reinforcing the ability of selection to operate there [45]. This is

particularly pronounced when the environment constitutes a biotic interaction (e.g., associations

between hosts and parasites, and host plants and phytophagous insects). Here, the possibility

for coevolution (i.e., reciprocal evolution) can cause generalist parasites to suffer lag load (Box 1)

in response to the complex selection exerted by interacting with multiple hosts. By contrast, spe-

cialists are able to more rapidly respond to changes in host resistance [46]. Similarly, source–sink

dynamics can lead to positive feedback loops that reinforce selection in favor of specialists. If a

source population of specialists expands its niche into a novel environment, generalists in the novel

environment can act as a sink population (deaths exceed births) because of their poor initial levels

of adaptation. In this scenario, selection tends to favor improvement in the environment experi-

enced by the greatest number of individuals [44], meaning the specialist source population. These

ecological examples illustrate how selection can favor specialists, due to stronger selection relative

to that experienced by generalists.
4 Trends in Genetics, --, Vol. --, No. --



Box 1. Using Phage 46 to Explore Evolvability Costs of Generalism

Key empirical evidence for the hypothesized evolvability costs of generalism stems from studies of niche

expansion in dsRNA phage 46. In the laboratory, this virus typically infects Pseudomonas syringae pathovar

phaseolicola bacteria, whereas host-range mutations can readily expand the niche to include other pseudo-

monad species. The niche expansion affords competitive benefits via broader resource use, but may be costly

for fitness (i.e., worse growth) on the typical host. Many mutations allowing niche expansion show this antag-

onistic pleiotropy, and experimental evolution of one such mutant led to novel-host specialism, an extreme

consequence of inability to infect the original host [63]. However, a subset of host-range mutations led to

neutral or even improved fitness on the typical host [54,55]. Overall, these studies show that some (but not

all) host-range generalists suffer antagonistic pleiotropy, a departure from theory that assumes generalism

causes performance trade-offs.

Further studies examined whether niche expansion in phage 46 affected evolvability, the capacity to adapt to a

novel environment. Both generalist and specialist ecotypes showed ability to adapt to a novel bacterial host

(a homogeneous environment), but specialists did so via a greater breadth of mutations [60]. This outcome

suggested a relatively larger universe of beneficial mutations was accessible by the specialists, such that prior

niche expansion (generalism) constrained future evolution.

Similar experiments involving increased environmental complexity impacted the evolvability costs of general-

ism and ability for generalists and specialists to coexist. In a heterogeneous environment (both typical and

novel hosts present), generalists might evolve compensatory mutations that ameliorate antagonistic pleiot-

ropy, fostering improvement on both hosts [64,65]. Instead, studies showed that generalists suffered an adapt-

ability cost: specialists evolved relatively faster on the typical host [65]. Furthermore, generalists showed lower

genetic diversity when evolving in a heterogeneous environment compared with a homogeneous one [59].

During selection to overcome fitness effects of antagonistic pleiotropy in a heterogeneous environment, gen-

eralists experienced reduced genetic diversity, thus hampering future adaptive potential.

Taken together, these studies show that even when most niche-expanding mutations incur antagonistic plei-

otropy, the nature of the selective environment critically influences evolvability costs of generalism. When

considering a broad host range, selection under environmental heterogeneity helps ameliorate antagonistic

pleiotropy, but causes fewer mutations to pass through this environmental filter, thus limiting genetic diversity

potentially useful for further adaptation. Ultimately, generalists can adapt to a broader niche by overcoming

antagonistic pleiotropy, but in doing so, they may suffer restricted access to evolutionary trajectories (reduced

evolvability).
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One premise of the relaxed selection argument is that mutations are frequently adaptive in one envi-

ronment but silent in other environments within the range of a species. One way that mutations might

have such specific effects is through plasticity in their regulation, such that environmental cues influ-

ence the expression of genes and traits, producing one phenotype in a particular environment but

another in a different environment. In circumstances where generalists and specialists differ in plas-

ticity, several other effects on evolvability come into play. Plasticity has not only been correlated with

evolvability both within populations [47] and at the level of the divergence and persistence of species

[48,49], but has also been speculated to slow adaptive responses in some circumstances (reviewed in

[50]). These contrasting predictions highlight the difficulties in synthesizing the many perspectives on

plasticity (genetic, developmental, population genetic, and macroevolutionary) into a coherent pic-

ture of evolvability.
Evidence from Microbial Experimental Evolution

Empiricists have had a longstanding interest in measuring evolution on ecological timescales, and

there has been a tradition of performing such experiments in rapidly evolving microbial systems.

Microbes can be evolved experimentally in the laboratory under carefully controlled ecological con-

ditions, while allowing the storage of ancestral and evolved samples for future analysis and

sequencing [51–53]. While the effect of niche breadth on evolvability has yet to be explicitly tested,

elements of this framework have been studied using experimental evolution. We use examples from

microbial systems, because they have several features that enhance measurement of evolvability:
Trends in Genetics, --, Vol. --, No. -- 5
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large population sizes, rapid generation times, and indefinite freezer storage. The latter allows micro-

bial genotypes and populations to be conveniently reanimated at any stage of their evolutionary tra-

jectories and to be directly compared in terms of evolved potential, an approach that is more cumber-

some or simply absent in other study systems.

Pleiotropy and Adaptation to Novel Environments

Examining costs associated with niche expansion often begins by assessing the initial mutations that

allow a new ecotype to evolve. The classic formulation of the ‘jack-of-all-trades’ hypothesis assumes

that the environment is relatively simple, and that antagonistic pleiotropy is ubiquitous [7]. However,

if even a single mutation avoids antagonistic pleiotropy, no-cost generalists can evolve [13]. Thus, a

logical first test of this hypothesis is to evolve generalists to assess what portion of the mutations have

antagonistic versus synergistic pleiotropy, or are neutral. Such studies found that, while many niche-

expanding mutations do have antagonistic pleiotropy, such costs are not universal. For instance,

most spontaneous mutations allowing host (niche) range expansion of phage f6 onto additional bac-

terial host species were costly on the original host (antagonistic pleiotropy). However, a few muta-

tions were nearly neutral or even beneficial on the original host [54,55], indicating that no-cost

generalists were possible (Box 1). However, the distribution of mutational fitness effects can vary

greatly by novel host with a larger proportion of beneficial mutations in more distantly related hosts

(e.g., [56,57]).

Pleiotropic costs are only relevant when an ecotype undergoes selection in multiple environments

[10]. Selection can filter mutations only if they are costly in that environment, because selection is

blind to costs not faced in the current environment. When an ecotype experiences selection in mul-

tiple environments, that filter becomes less porous, allowing fewer mutations to pass through to the

next generation (Figure 2). A meta-analysis found that the costs associated with niche-expanding mu-

tations are more likely to be detected when a generalist evolves in a homogeneous rather than het-

erogeneous environment [58] (see Box 2 for an in-depth discussion). Consequently, when generalists

adapt via maintaining a broad niche, selection in a homogeneous environment allows more genetic

diversity to be maintained within the generalist population. For instance, when a generalist variant of

f6 was evolved on a single host (homogeneous environment), the resulting population harbored

greater genetic diversity than when the same generalist evolved in multiple, temporally
Figure 2. Selection Only Filters Mutations that Are Costly for a Population in the Current Environment.

Ovals represent the differently labeled selective environments. Yellow circles represent mutations advantageous

(or neutral) for the population in the yellow environment but costly in the blue environment, while blue

mutations are advantageous (or neutral) in the blue environment but costly in the yellow one. Green mutations

are advantageous (or neutral) in both yellow and blue environments. Note that a population undergoing

selection in a homogeneous environment has greater genetic diversity (larger number of circles transiting the

selective filter) than populations experiencing selection in a constant or temporally changing (e.g., seasonal)

heterogenous environment.
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Box 2. How Environmental Heterogeneity Influences Genetic Diversity of Populations

Generalists can adapt to heterogeneous environments either by adapting to particular aspects of a niche,

potentially leading to niche partitioning or local adaptation, or by adapting to all of the environments, main-

taining a broad niche [10] (this latter scenario is our main focus throughout this paper). When generalists take

the former route, more genetic diversity may amass within the generalist population. As generalists spend

more time in a particular environment, mutations with antagonistic pleiotropy are more likely to be fixed rather

than purged. Frequency-dependent selection can maintain diversity among populations of generalists in het-

erogeneous environments [10]. This outcome is more likely in a spatially heterogenous environment, because

patchiness may allow generalists to take refuge in favorable environmental conditions in which they have

higher fitness while avoiding others where they have lower fitness. Regardless of the type of heterogeneity,

generalists that adapt by maintaining a broad niche experience selection in multiple environments, meaning

that antagonistic pleiotropy is more likely to be purged, leading to reduced genetic diversity. Given that all

phenotypes in temporally heterogeneous environments are exposed to selection in multiple environments,

the likelihood that generalists will evolve to a broad niche is increased, although generalists in spatially hetero-

geneous environments may also adapt by maintaining a broad niche. (We note that these patterns of diversity

are not expected to hold when considering neutral mutations that are unlinked from adaptive loci; e.g., [66].)

Outstanding Questions

Does no-cost generalism exist in

the wild? Trade-offs may be subtle

and high-dimensional, meaning

that trade-offs (or a lack thereof)

measured in the relatively static

laboratory may not translate to the

complex conditions experienced in

the wild. Factors that may mask

critical trade-offs include complex

or changing biotic and abiotic en-

vironments, leading to eco-evolu-

tionary dynamics and coevolution.

Which species show continual

adaptation on ecological time-

scales? Many studies of eco-evolu-

tionary dynamics have focused on

parasites of hosts with adaptive

immune systems. While these

studies have shown exceptional

rates of change, these dynamics

have not been documented more

broadly and deserve greater

attention.

What are the relative contributions

of mutational load versus lag load

to costs of niche breadth expan-

sion? Small populations may suffer
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heterogeneous host environments [59]. This outcome suggests that a generalist experiencing selec-

tion in multiple environments has fewer beneficial mutations and more deleterious ones than a

specialist experiencing selection in only one of those environments. Alternatively, generalists can

fix mutations with antagonistic pleiotropy and later ameliorate the cost via compensatory mutations

(Box 3) [58]. Either way, generalists experience greater lag load (Box 1). Ultimately, these early muta-

tions may also constrain potential evolutionary trajectories available to generalists, decreasing their

evolvability.
reduced fitness due to the accu-

mulation of deleterious mutations

under relaxed selection, but larger

populations with coevolving hosts,

prey, or competitors may suffer

even greater costs by adapting

slower than specialists.
Evolutionary Trajectories in Microbial Experimental Evolution

While the impact of early mutations on subsequent evolvability has not been examined specifically in

the context of generalism, it has been studied broadly over the course of adaptation to novel re-

sources. Since multiple mutations typically allow adaptation, evolution experiments can track repli-

cate lineages that fix different mutations early to assess how those mutations influence long-term
Box 3. Generalists Experience Lag Load Relative to Specialists

The lag load experienced by generalists is akin to slower adaptation as a cost to complexity [67]. Orr argued

that, even without trade-offs, a higher degree of pleiotropy makes a mutation less likely to be beneficial in a

more complex organism. One parallel mechanism by which generalists and complex organisms experience

lag load relates to their abilities to fix beneficial mutations. Even in the absence of trade-offs, when specialists

and generalists experience mutations of equal size and equivalent strengths of selection, it should be relatively

more difficult for generalists to fix beneficial mutations because of relaxed selection when adapting to a broad

niche (see main text). First, the beneficial mutations available to generalists may be numerically fewer; within

the universe of possible mutations, those of benefit in both the original and alternative environments should be

rarer than mutations beneficial in one or none. Thus, specialists only contend with costs in a single environment

and face fewer constraints on which mutations are beneficial. By contrast, generalists have to contend with

mutational costs in multiple environments and, therefore, experience relatively fewer beneficial mutations

and greater deleterious mutations that can fix via drift. Randommutations are less likely to be beneficial in com-

plex genotypes for similar reasons [67–69]. Second, generalists take more time to fix beneficial mutations. The

time to fixation for an environment-specific beneficial mutation is related to the proportion of time individuals

experience that environment: the longer time occupied in the focal environment, the faster the mutation will

fix. Similarly, the probability that a mutation fixes declines as the genotype increases in complexity [67].

Thus, both increased niche breadth and increased complexity intensify lag load. In turn, this lag load also af-

fects evolvability: genotypes with greater lag load have decreased adaptability (by definition) and take longer

to climb an adaptive peak (see [70] for further discussion of complexity and evolvability).

How does niche breadth interact

with sex and demography? Bur-

dens to adaptation that are intrinsic

to broad niches may be partially

compensated by beneficial effects

of recombination, a large popula-

tion size, or other boosts to

evolvability.

How relevant are results of micro-

bial experimental evolution studies

to processes occurring in natural

populations? Experimental evolu-

tion studies discussed here were

designed to maximize rates of

adaptation by utilizing large popu-

lations and high mutation rates. It is

unclear whether these results

should extend to parameter spaces

where populations are smaller in

size, have lowermutation rates, and

sample fewer mutations.

How well do the predictions from

the theoretical models play out

empirically? While some results of
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theoretical models concerning lag

load have parallels to existing

studies in experimental evolution,

some predictions from models

have yet to be tested thoroughly.
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evolutionary success. During a long-term evolution experiment in Escherichia coli, the fitness of mu-

tations present in populations after 500 generations was compared with mutations that eventually

swept to a high frequency in the population after an additional 883 generations of evolution. Interest-

ingly, the two mutations that would eventually sweep (the eventual winners) had lower competitive

fitness than other mutations present early in adaptation (the eventual losers). Despite having lower

fitness initially, the eventual winningmutations were able to evolve to outcompete the eventual losing

mutations. The success of the eventual winners was replicated by repeated evolution experiments

that demonstrated that they were more evolvable. In particular, the eventual winners fixed a specific

mutation (topA), whereas the eventual losers fix a mutation that is immediately adjacent (topA1). Only

topA enabled specific, subsequent adaptive mutations that were inaccessible to lineages with topA1.

Even when these key mutations were inserted into the topA1 genetic background, the eventual losers

did not significantly increase in fitness as the topA lineages did. Therefore, the topA mutation

conveyed higher evolvability than did the topA1 mutation because of epistatic interactions with

subsequent, potentially beneficial mutations. Ultimately, the winning lineages were able to follow

a trajectory in the fitness landscape that other lineages could not [17]. Furthermore, mutations fixed

during a niche expansionmay impact the ability of an ecotype to adapt to another novel environment.

When compared with their specialist ancestor, evolved generalist f6 viruses had fewer mutations

enabling niche expansion to a novel host. When generalist and specialist f6 viruses were exposed

to a novel host, the specialist was able to jump into the novel host via at least nine different mutations

occurring across several genes. The generalists were only able to do so via one or two mutations in a

single gene [60], suggesting that generalists in this system have fewer potential evolutionary trajec-

tories available to them. Thus, mutations that fix early in evolution can have long-term fitness conse-

quences, altering the trade-offs experienced by the evolving ecotype as well as their niche breadth.

Concluding Remarks

The maintenance of generalist and specialist ecotypes within a population has long intrigued evolu-

tionary biologists and ecologists [4–7]. The ‘jack-of-all-trades’ model is overly restrictive and has

consistently not borne out empirically. Instead, we hypothesize that generalists experience reduced

evolvability relative to specialists. Generalists and specialists are embedded in a complex interaction

of ecological and evolutionary dynamics, and differences in niche breadth alter the ability of ecotypes

to adapt. Since this hypothesis has not been tested directly, we have presented evidence from

models and experimental evolution that generalists experience lag load when subjected to selection

in multiple environments (see Outstanding Questions). Consequently, generalists are unable to

adapt as quickly as specialists, providing a mechanism to explain the maintenance of generalists

within a population. We hope to stimulate discussion about how the field can move beyond the

classic models and integrate concepts across fields.
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